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There is no one size fits
all solution to scaling-up a
business. The good news is
that a lot of people have been
where you are now. You can
learn from their successes –
and their mistakes.

Welcome from
Anderson Financial
Management
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COMMON
QUESTIONS WHEN
SCALING-UP
A BUSINESS… ii

		caling-up your business is exciting. You’ve worked hard
and invested time, money and considerable effort to
get where you are, so remember to look back as well as
forward. Celebrate your successes and feel proud of what
you have accomplished. Starting your own business and
reaching scale-up size is an incredible achievement.

Not everyone has the drive and determination to get this far. One
in five people in this country intend to set up their own business in

?

the next five years, but another two in five people say they lack the

How do I grow my

confidence to do so.i Although, it is encouraging that 61% of Bristolians

business quickly?

feel confident enough to set up their own business – higher than the

?

national average.i

When is the right time to accelerate

We understand that scaling-up a business is also daunting. You

growth in my business?

want to seize the opportunities for growth, without rushing into
decisions and making mistakes. It’s a tricky balance but you are not

?

alone. The business community is incredibly supportive and willing

What should I be doing

to share their experience and advice. And there are numerous support

to grow my business?

services out there to help you.

?

Of course, sorting out your finances is an important step when

Can a business grow

your growing business needs more focus and you want to spend

without funding?

less time worrying about the money. This guide aims to give you the

?

confidence you need to scale-up, with key pointers around what to do
and how to do it.



Can a business grow
too quickly?

Chartered Financial Planner & Managing Director
Anderson Financial Management Ltd.

Front over image:Cathy Moseley, Founder and The Kernel, Boundless
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caling-up your business

STAY FOCUSED

isn’t something you have to

Your original vision may not be

do. It’s your choice, so take

market tested. So every conversation

the time to consider what

and sales discussion you and your

you really want and need.

team have, particularly in the

You already know that starting a

early years, should be testing and

business is incredibly rewarding, but

exploring it. Systems, processes,

it’s also really hard work, and scaling-

funding and key staff are all

up will be no different. You need to

important as your business develops

have the scale-up mindset needed to

and grows, but you also need to be

take the next step, so ask yourself:

prepared to change and adapt your

l	Do I want a lifestyle business

that provides financial security
for me and my family, without a
significant level of stress?
l	Am I aiming to build a larger

business with higher financial
gains and more employees, that
may involve more risk, increased

vision.
While flexibility is essential,
you also need to stay true to your
purpose. When revisiting your vision,
make sure you assess your personal
circumstances and what is important
to you – your goals, plans and
aspirations, as well as your current
situation.

workload and stress?
STAY CURRENT
STAY AGILE
In business, nothing should
ever be set in stone, and agility is
particularly important in the current
climate of change and uncertainty.
After all, one of the benefits your
scale-up business has over large
corporates is the ability to react and
respond, make decisions, flex and
change – all at speed and with fewer
Rockit Rocker came about when my brother-in-law
Nick’s baby daughter refused to sleep unless she was in
her pushchair…and it had to be moving! As an engineer

The Coronavirus crisis has shown
that the ability to pivot a business

and physicist Nick came up with a solution, creating a

and remain agile is vital. Whether

prototype rocker that simulates the soothing motion of a

it’s switching production from beer

moving pram. We knew that other weary parents needed

to hand sanitiser, or changing your

help, there was nothing similar on the market, and it all

business model to provide more

started from there.

online or delivery services for your

MATT DYSON Co-founder and CEO, Rockit
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barriers.

customers.

As well as revisiting your vision,
regularly conduct a frank and
detailed analysis of your current
financial position – business and
personal. You need to understand
where you are in order to know where
to go next. And most importantly, if
you are ready for growth.
It’s like using a Sat Nav. You set
your destination at the start of a
journey, and set off with a potential
route in mind, but conditions can
change. So you regularly check back
to find out if you need to change
course.
This is your WHY.

ARE YOU A
START-UP OR
A SCALE-UP?
Research from Barclaycard shows
that many businesses don’t know
when they are moving from start-up
to scale-up.iii When you’ve reached
the next level, you are likely to have:

?
Started to hire team members
with specific skill sets, rather than
relying on founders to be a ‘jack of
all trades’.

?
Been through your first round
of funding and be starting your
second round.

?
Established proof of concept with
your core product, with an evidencebased sales trajectory and forecast.

?
Identified your target audience and
brand positioning.

?
Developed your marketing
messages and be sharing these with
a wider network.

?
Hit some landmark goals such as
sales, awards or investors.
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iake stock and work out

l	Technology to support and

where you are now. Most

automate your systems and

You will also need funding to grow. Where is this

importantly, you need to be

processes as they scale-up.

coming from? It can be useful to go back to your WHY
when exploring funding options. For example, are you

confident that you have the
capabilities and the capacity

l	Key people on the team, where

looking to grow your business organically as a long-

The businesses I’ve scaled-up have grown
sustainably. I’ve been in it for the long term and
wanted to maintain as much control as I could.
This flies in the face of some traditional advice

specialist skills are required and

term proposition, while maintaining as much control as

that you always need external investment to

the necessary infrastructure? Do

you are no longer able to maintain

possible?

grow a business. For me it’s about incremental

you have the right people in place, as

oversight of important details.

to scale-up. For example, do you have

do you need a more detailed plan to
facilitate growth?

Alternatively, if you are you aiming to grow quickly
and exit the business, you are likely to need funding

your role will inevitably change? And
l	Outsourcing rather than managing

from an external source. If this is the case then decide

internally, where needed and when

how much of an equity stake in the business you are

it makes good business sense.

prepared to give away in return for a funding injection.
You should only consider scaling-up when you have

THIS MIGHT INVOLVE:
l	Understanding what your future

improvements – building something, getting
it in front of the customer, and responding
to feedback. It’s important to be led by your
customer from day one.

STEVE VANGASSE
Co-founder Kudo Coach / Screen Time Labs
& investor in Bristol tech companies

thoroughly considered all of the above. Have a strategy

role within the business structure

and plan in place that is agreed by all of your key

customer service and delivery

will be. What is the best use of

stakeholders.

capabilities.

your skillset?

l	Sales, marketing, production,
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ORGANIC VS INORGANIC

This is your HOW.
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TONY’S TOP TIPS
FOR SCALE-UP
BUSINESSES

WHAT
to expect

Hold your nerve and roll
with the punches
We all have crises of confidence and
we all make mistakes. Seek support
when you need it and see any failures
as an opportunity to learn and
innovate.

Clear your head

T

ih
 ere’s no shortage of
advice about the important

GROWTH MINDSET

alone. In the face of challenges, the

There will be unexpected
challenges. These might be internal,

more than 9 out of 10 – look outside of

scale-up a business. The list

such as the departure of a key team

their business for help.iv

is endless – HR systems,

member. Or external, such as a
changing financial climate, shortage of

business cycle, so getting the support

and cash-flow management. You

talent or new competitor.

you need is vital. Financial advisors

Scale-ups are better placed to

might have ticked all of these boxes

too many opinions can feel

and established a clear route for your

innovate and adapt than bigger

overwhelming. Take a step back and

business as a start-up, but as you

businesses, with more opportunity to

give yourself the headspace to think.

grow you need to be prepared for

test and learn, and less obstacles to

unexpected bumps and surprise turns

implementing new ideas. So, see any

in the road.

difficulties as potential opportunities.

The riskiest stage for a new
business isn’t necessarily at the

There are multiple moving parts. Plan
ahead, be proactive and stay flexible.

Find a trusted advisor

Scaling-up is a critical stage of the

legal and tax considerations, financing

External advice is valuable but

Growing a business is
like Tetris

vast majority of growing companies –

practical steps needed to

beginning. As a start-up the risk is

Even if it is only the opportunity to
learn something new.
At the same time, it’s perfectly

low – significant amounts of money

normal to have moments of doubt

are rarely involved, and the people

when presented with new problems.

affected are usually a small group of

Almost six out of ten (57%) scale-up

committed individuals. When you

leaders have experienced a moment

have been around for a while and are

of uncertainty when they were afraid

starting to grow there is more to lose.

their business

More money is involved, more people

would fail.iv

will be affected by your decisions.

But you’re not

have a wide skillset, and at AFM we
help scale-ups with:
l	Protecting your business and the

key individuals within it.
l	Tax efficient management of profit

and cash within your business.
l	Connecting you with a network of

skilled professionals who we bring
in to support with IT, HR, legal
and tax advice, as well as roadmapping exit strategies.

Whether it’s an experienced friend

Don’t be afraid to talk to other people. There are

or a business mentor, find someone

plenty of networking events and other entrepreneurs

to talk to who can be your sounding

are usually very giving of their time and enthusiasm.

board and help you when you are in

They have often benefited from advice in the past

need of support.

and are keen to do the same for others. Bristol has a
fantastic and supportive business community.

MATT DYSON Co-founder and CEO, Rockit
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We share a proportion of our profits
with FRANK water. It’s important to
give something back, and growing and
activating nuts and seeds uses a lot
of water. Most importantly, when girls
don’t spend the majority of their time
collecting water, they are far more likely
to get an education. And educating
women and girls is the most effective
way to break the poverty cycle.
CATHY MOSELEY
Founder and The Kernel, Boundless

FUNDING OPTIONS
At the same time as pursuing

capitalists will want to know
about opportunities for growth.

finance options for scale-up
INVEST WISELY – AND

keep funds accessible if needs

strategy and plan solely to

ETHICALLY

be, but also offer the potential to

If there is cash in your

generate tax efficient growth, so

should be a function of your

business to invest, choosing

that funds aren’t lying dormant

strategy, not the other way

ethical investments clearly

in a business account.

around.

demonstrates your values. By

Y

them regularly, and where necessary
adapt to reflect any changes in your
values, objectives, the markets,

and the regulatory and tax environments.
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Equally, it’s not just about how

investing in ethical businesses,

you invest your money. Investing

Business Angels are the

you’re taking money away from

in corporate social responsibility

obvious choice if you are

companies who aren’t engaged

is not only the right thing to do,

seeking funding. But there are

in sustainable practices and

it makes good business sense.

other options – bank loans,

good corporate governance and

Whether it’s raising funds for

Crowdfunding, awards and

rewarding those who are.

charity or employee volunteering

Venture capitalists and

documents. Monitor and re-evaluate

funds. Certain investments can

businesses, don’t tailor your
potential investors. Fundraising

		our financial plan and strategy are living

Consider using a corporate
investment wrapper for surplus

grants for example. When you

Whilst cash is certainly

are seeking funding, make sure

important, and many crises have

you tailor your approach. A bank

exposed businesses that carry

will be interested in your ability

too little, it is also fair to say that

to repay a loan with interest,

you surrender the opportunity to

public sector grants will focus

gain a positive return when you

on job creation, and venture

hold on to excessive cash.

opportunities, your business is
part of the community.

The value of an investment is directly linked to the performance of the funds selected and may fall as well
as rise. You may get back less than the amount invested.
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Common
financial
mistakes
T
ihere is a discipline in

Only 9% of new
businesses fail
due to a lack of
passion.v

29% of start-ups fail
because they run
out of cash.vi

exposure. There comes a point

decisions, and don’t take on too

scaling-up, it’s not just

when you need to focus on what

much too soon. Remember that

about maximum growth,

you have, rather than trying to

Starbucks took 16 years to expand

and there are some

improve it further.

outside of Seattle!

common errors that

Cashflow is a major issue for

At the same time, be

entrepreneurs make. For example,

many scale-ups, so you need to

opportunistic and thoroughly

don’t lose sight of what initially

get money from your customers as

consider every prospect. Plenty

launched your business – revisit

soon as you can. What’s more, don’t

of scale-ups fail from a lack of

and stay true to your values and

let a focus on product innovation

cash, very few fail from too much

objectives. This becomes even

mean that you overlook other areas

dilution. Watch your cash flow,

more important as you grow your

where you can differentiate, such

income and expenditure very

team, as everyone needs to be clear

as customer experience.

closely. It’s all too easy to get

about shared goals.

30% of businesses
survive past the 10
year milestone.vii

distracted by the latest exciting

Cash is king. Always be
overly pessimistic about

TAKE TIME

product development and take your

MANAGE INNOVATION

Missing or pursuing the wrong

eye off the bottom line.

Innovation might be part of your

opportunities is a common

USP, but it needs to be managed.

mistake. You need to trust your

getting outside advice and a

going to need to scale-up.

Constantly redesigning your

instincts at the same times as

different perspective can be useful.

It doesn’t mean you

product or service will delay

making evidence-based decisions

Take a look at your skillset and get

can’t do it, but you must

or prevent it from getting to

that are informed by data and

professional help where and when

understand your cashflow

market and achieving necessary

business analysis. Don’t rush into

you need it.

before going ahead.

This is another area where

your cashflow and under
optimistic about your sales.
Consider the cash you are

The businesses
that do survive
grow by 20% (in
employees and
turnover) for at
least three years
in a row.viii

CATHY MOSELEY
Founder and The Kernel,
Boundless
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N

iot everyone goes into
business with a plan to

PREPARING TO SELL
If you are looking to sell, both

sell-up or a strategy for exit.

you and your business need to be

According to the National

prepared and ready. As with any other

Association of

stage of building a business, get help

Corporate Directors, only 68% of

where you need to when it comes to

private company boards have

preparing for sale. Stress testing and

discussed long-term succession

fixing any issues that might be of

planning.ix But at some point, you

concern to potential buyers will take

will need to consider future plans for

years rather than months. You should

the business you have built. And the

look to put a 5 year plan in place if

sooner the better.

you are wanting to focus on a future

Go back to your WHY. Is it about
FIRE (Financial Independence Retire

exit, to give you time to optimise your
business and its value.

Early), growing the business to sell

HANDING OVER THE REINS
Letting go and giving up control is

PLANNING FOR RETIREMENT
As a scale-up, it’s easy to focus on

difficult. Whether you are passing the

what your business needs and neglect

business on to co-founders, partners,

your own financial future. You should

family members or colleagues, it will

have a plan in place to save for your

take time and commitment. Have

retirement and work towards it with

confidence in others to step up and

regular contributions.

make key decisions, while ensuring

You will need adequate savings

you’re passing on your knowledge and

and investments to provide for you

experience to future leaders.

and your family, and maintain your
lifestyle when you retire. A retirement
plan will also ensure that you are
making the most of any potential tax
advantages and incentives. That’s
why it’s a good idea to review your

to an outside buyer, or passing the

retirement plans regularly and take

business on to the next generation?

advice.
Building Rockit has been less about the money and
more about the experience we have gone through. It’s
not about commanding large salaries but developing
the business. If we do sell, our focus will be on what
next and the exciting challenges ahead.

MATT DYSON
Co-founder and CEO, Rockit
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plans
schemes
Putting your dreams first
hopes
family
community
values
passions
loves
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Conclusion
S
icaling-up a business

plan will help you and your

is incredibly exciting,

business to continue to thrive into

but it does come with

the future.

risk. There are multiple

support services and tools

We love working with dynamic

organisations and having a close

out there to help you and getting

relationship with all of our business

a financial advisor on board early

clients that is built on trust and

will take away a lot of the anxiety

personal service. And we are also

and stress.

passionate about the important

It’s never too late. We engage

role that entrepreneurs, start-up

with many businesses where

and scale-up businesses have

their organisation is turning

to play in the local and national

enough profit to see cash in the

economy. Our priority is to help

bank and they are wondering how

you build a business that feeds you

best to use these assets. A well-

personally and provides you with a

considered and flexible financial

sustainable financial future.
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About
us
A
		nderson Financial

Every situation is unique.

Management (AFM)

That’s why AFM works closely

is a chartered

with each client to gain a

financial planning

complete understanding of their

firm based in Bristol,

current circumstances, and

specialising in bespoke

develop a tailored financial plan

financial planning and wealth

that helps achieve their goals.

management services for

Putting clients at the centre of

individuals, businesses,

everything they do is core to the

families, trusts and charities.

AFM culture.

With a focus on long-term

OTHER
RESOURCES
Barclays Scale-Up UK Programme
barclays.co.uk
Confederation of British Industry
cbi.org.uk
Business West
businesswest.co.uk
Bristol Chamber of Commerce
busineswest.co.uk/chambers
Bristol Business School
uwe.ac.uk
West of England Growth Hub
wearegrowth.co.uk

client relationships, AFM offers
intelligent and expert financial
advice, through face-to-face

Innovate UK
innovateuk.gov.uk

support and a transparent,
thorough approach.

The ScaleUp Institute
scaleupinstitute.org.uk
Scale up Generator
scaleupgenerator.co.uk
University of Bristol
bristol.ac.uk/business/
resources-facilities/growbusiness/
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My advice for scale-up businesses?
Enjoy it. There’s nothing as exciting,
even on the bad days. It’s so much more
thrilling than being told what to do.
CATHY MOSELEY
Founder and The Kernel, Boundless

Anderson Financial Management / Saville Court / 10-11 Saville Place / Clifton / Bristol BS8 4EJ
0117 332 1570 / andersonfinancial@sjpp.co.uk / andersonfinancial.co.uk
iEntrepreneurial Britain: the best investment, age and city for start-ups. Website Tool Tester, November 2019.
ii www.answerthepublic.com, 2020. iiiBarclaycard, 2019. Research carried out by Opinium between 22 January and 14 February
2019. ivBarclaycard, 2019. Op cit. vWhy Startups Fail. CBInsights, 2019. viCBInsights, 2019. Op cit. viiData compiled by US Small
Business Administration, 2018. viiiState of small business Britain report. Enterprise Research Centre, 2018. ixGovernance
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